HFE gene polymorphisms and the risk for autism in Egyptian children and impact on the effect of oxidative stress
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Abstract. Background: Autism is among the commonest neurodevelopmental childhood disorders worldwide; its aetiology is still unknown. Iron metabolism alteration in the central nervous system is recently implicated as a risk factor for several neurodegenerative disorders. Haemochromatosis HFE gene polymorphisms (p.H63D and p.C282Y) have shown significant association with several neurological diseases. Some evidences show altered iron related proteins in serum of autistic children. The aim of this work is to conduct a preliminary pilot study for the association of HFE polymorphisms and autism.

Methods: All cases were referred from the clinic of special needs, National Research Centre, Cairo. Clinical diagnosis was based on the criteria for autistic disorder as defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR).

Whole genome DNA was extracted; p.H63D and p.C282Y genotyping was studied using specific sequence amplification followed by restriction enzyme digestion on a sample of autism patients (25 cases) and twenty controls.

Results: The p.H63D is more abundant than the C282Y among both autism and control samples. No significant association of p.H63D nor p.C282Y polymorphism and autism was revealed.

Conclusion: We here report on the first pilot study of the possible genetic association between autism and HFE gene polymorphisms among Egyptians. Although our results do not prove the role of HFE polymorphisms as risk factors for autism, yet this does not exclude the role of iron in this prevalent disorder. Further extended studies are recommended to include other iron metabolism genes.
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1. Introduction

Autism or autistic spectrum disorder is complex behavioral phenotypes with multigenic aetiology of increasingly significance among Paediatrics neurodevelopmental disorders. Its incidence increases before 3 years of age [26], while, recently, the prevalence estimates are in the range of 6.5 to 6.6 per 1,000 [12]. The increase in the rate of autism as revealed by epidemiological studies and government reports implicates the importance of external or environmental factors that might be changing [20].

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, and International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision classifications, autism is characterized by impairments in social interaction, language, communication, and imaginative play [5,6].

Recently, trace elements are implicated as potential risk factors for autism, with iron being one of the mostly studied trace element that maintains the integrity and functioning of the central nervous system. Oxidative stress has been shown to play a major role in the development of several neurological diseases as Alzheimer disease’s AD, Parkinson disease, and schizophrenia [34]. The iron has been considered a
major potential source of increased production of ROS, leading to glioneuronal injury in the CNS, ferrous iron contributes to oxidative stress by catalyzing the conversion of hydrogen peroxide to highly toxic hydroxyl radicals through the Fenton reaction [32].

Other antioxidant proteins namely Ceruloplasmin and transferrin have been studied in autistic children, with their levels being reduced compared to normal siblings [36]. These proteins are synthesized in the brain, with ceruloplasmin being a ferroxidase that protects cell membranes from active oxygen radicals, with transportation of iron to cells being a main function [13]. Transferrin is present in serum and other body fluids, with a main function to transport iron to proliferating cells [21].

**HFE** is a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I-like gene [8]. The HFE protein combines with b2-microglobulin (B2M) and to compete with transferrin (Tf) for binding to the transferring receptor (TfR). Functioning normally it exerts inhibitory regulation on the endocytosis of iron [9,25]. Two common **HFE** single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) exist (p.H63D; p.C282Y), with highest frequencies being in Caucasian populations [22]. A previous study showed that the Y allele of the C282Y polymorphism was absent in Egyptian while the frequency of the D allele of H63D polymorphism was around 11% (3).

In the present study, polymorphisms in the HFE gene were selected as candidate genetic risk factors for autism because of their known biological effects on iron metabolism.

2. **Materials and methods**

2.1. **Study participants**

The study included 26 patients with autism, they were referred to the clinic of children with special needs, NRC. Their age ranged between 5–15 years (mean age of 6.6 years ± 4.4), with male gender being more abundant among the studied cases (24 males, 2 females), with diagnosis of autism being confirmed by DSM IV edition.

A Control sample consisting of neurologically normal children (25 samples) within the same age range was studied. The cases were invited to participate in the study and a Research Ethics Committee of the National research Centre approved all procedures for blood donation and research.

The blood ferritin level in autism and control children ranged from 25–49 ng/ml. No significant difference between both groups was detected, with a p value of 0.4.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p.H63D</th>
<th>Autism cases</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H/H</td>
<td>22 (88%)</td>
<td>17 (85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/D</td>
<td>2 (8%)</td>
<td>3 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/D</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. **Genotyping**

Blood was collected in EDTA containing tubes for DNA extraction. Genomic DNA was isolated by standard procedures using the DNA extraction kit (Qiagen).

PCR was carried out using primers sequences and annealing temperatures shown in Table 1. The PCR reaction mixture was composed of: 50ng DNA, 10pmol forward primer, 10 pmol reverse primer, 10 μl of 2x Reddy Mix (AbGene) and nuclease free water (final volume 20 μl). The cyclic parameters to study the p.H63D mutation were 5 minutes at 95°C, followed by 35 cycles of 30 seconds at 95°C, 30 seconds at 57°C and 45 seconds at 72°C, ending with a final 72°C for 10 minutes. For the **HFE** p.C282Y polymorphism the same cycling conditions were used but **HFE** p.C282Y annealed at 55°C, as previously described.

The candidate SNPs were identified using optimized restriction endonucleases mixtures: *MboI* (New England Biolabs) for p.H63D and *RsaI* (New England Biolabs) for p.C282Y, as described previously (31). The digestion products were electrophorized on 3% agarose gels, and the digestion products were visualized by ethidium bromide staining.

All Statistical analysis was done using the SPSS version 14 software package. χ² testing was used to evaluate the association between gene polymorphisms and autism. P-values of 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Multinomial logistic regression was used to study interacting factors e.g. sex effect on genotyping.

3. **Results**

3.1. **p.H63D genotyping**

The H63D PCR products (210 bp) were used for genotyping (Fig. 1). p.H63D genotyping data on 3% agarose gel was performed, The H allele was cut into three fragments of 98, 63, and 49 bp, while the D allele was cut into two fragments of 147 and 63 bp.

In autism group, there is one homozygous case D/D, 2 heterozygous H/D cases and 22 case are wild H/H, while in the control group there is no homozygote D/D.
3 heterozygotes H/D and the rest are wild type H/H (Table 1).

The H 63 allele frequency in autism cases is 92%, the D 63 allele frequency is 8%. In the control group, the H 63 allele frequency is 92.5% and the D 63 allele frequency is 7.5%. The distribution of the D 63 allele is shown to be less abundant compared to frequencies in Caucasian populations which showed frequencies around 20% [1].

The alleles frequencies are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Chi-square test does not show significant association of the D allele with autism (p = 0.13).

3.2. p.C282Y genotyping

The p.C282Y PCR products (320 bp) were used for genotyping (Fig. 2).

The genotyping of the rare allele p.C282Y was determined by running the RsaI digestion products on 3% agarose gel. The C allele is cut in two fragments of 261 and 59 bp, while the Y allele is cut in three fragments of 232, 59 and 29 bp. Among our cases, one control case showed the C/Y genotyping (5%) and 19 case are wild type C/C (95%). Among autism cases, only the wild type C/C is present and no heterozygotes C/Y was detected. Among both autism and control cases, no homozygotes Y/Y was present (Table 2). This is considered a genetic cause of iron metabolism disorder haemochromatosis [1]. Our results agree with previous studies for the C282Y genotype in neurodegenerative disorders, which showed the Y allele as a rare allele with no association with these disorders.

In the autism group, the frequency of the C allele is 100%, and in the controls the C allele frequency is 95% and for the Y allele is 5%.

The alleles frequencies are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. No significant effect of the C or the Y allele on the presence of autistic features was detected in the studied cases (p value = 0.09), logistic regression analysis showing insignificant effect of neither age nor sex.

4. Discussion

Despite the increasing prevalence of autism worldwide, its biochemical and diagnostic markers are still unknown. Autism heritability is around 90%, despite the difficulty in discovering autism causing genes [2]. Multiple studies of candidate genes have included more than hundred genes for association with autism with multiple positive results, these genes being classified to multiple functioning pathways [27].

Increased oxidative stress caused by either increased production or decreased elimination of oxygen free radicals was associated with cell damage in many neurodegenerative diseases, with AD and Parkinson disease being the commonly studied disorders [18]. Iron in its ferrous ion form catalyzes the formation of toxic hydroxyl radicals, and thus initiates and exaggerates lipid peroxidation and ultimately lead to brain cell destruction [15]. A role of oxidative stress as measured by intraerythrocyte non-protein-bound iron, F2-isoprostanes and others was evident in classic Rett syndrome [11], which shares many symptomatic and pathophysiological features with autism. A study done on Egyptian children with autism showed disturbed antioxidant enzymes; superoxide dismutase (SOD) and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), and malondialdehyde (MDA) (a marker of lipid peroxidation) compared to controls [29].

Compensating factors that neutralize oxidative load include SOD, ceruloplasmin and transferrin (by de-
creasing cellular ferrous iron), with potent roles being implicated in autism [17,24].

The current study involves the two most common functional polymorphisms in the iron regulating gene HFE (p.H63D and p.C282Y) which are implicated in several neurodegenerative disorders. As the brain iron controlling proteins are still under extensive investigation to reveal the controlling factors across the blood brain barrier, evidences show that HFE protein plays a pivotal role in this metabolism [23].

This is the first study to include this gene in relation to autism, the aim of this study emerged from the recent studies that showed increased iron intake and disturbed iron metabolism as risk factors for autism and disturbed immune function [35], while other studies related specific symptoms in autism children as disturbed sleep pattern and iron intake [10]. This study does not show evidence of association of HFE polymorphisms with autism among our sample. The absence of association between HFE p.H63D and autism, although the D63 allele has been playing a risk role in neurodegenerative disorders e.g. AD, Parkinson’s disease [16], and aging white matter lesions [31] could be referred to age related effect of the D allele and different CNS biological pathways that are disturbed in both disease groups. The main pathways that show changes in neurodegeneration include apoptosis, ion channels, proteolysis and cell cycle [19]. Increased oxidative stress in autism could be linked to decreased levels of transferrin (iron-binding protein) or ceruloplasmin (copper-binding protein) in the serum, and this was shown in a previous study with significant correlation with regression of acquired language skills [36]. Our study shows less evident role for the proteins responsible for intracellular iron pooling in the brain e.g. HFE protein.

Increased oxidative stress is thought to play a role in autism and neurodegenerative group. However, HFE gene function is also linked to immune function and glutamate transport. Other studies have shown that the expression of the D63 allele was associated with raised levels of calcium, greater secretion of glutamate, and reduced uptake of glutamate in neuroblastoma cell lines [33].

Other pathways that show disturbance in autism and other neurodevelopmental disorders include intrahemispheric connectivity involving white matter of the brain and intracortical connectivity (detected by functional MRI scan) [30].

The second studied polymorphism the C282Y is shown to be rare among our studied samples, which was shown in other populations with an insignificant role of the Y282 as a risk allele for autism. This agreed with previous studies involved this polymorphism among neurological disorders [4,31]. This supports the role of the C282Y polymorphism as a risk factor for liver iron metabolism diseases i.e. haemochromatosis and not in neurological diseases.

To conclude, although oxidative stress has been implicated for a role in autism spectrum disorder the exact role of iron and genes controlling its metabolism is still undetermined. Iron storage parameters e.g. ferritin might have an indicative role of the iron status in the central nervous system and thus oxidative stress in these cells. Other extended studies that include iron genes and proteins expression in autism children would be of critical value in outlining the main changes in this complicated pathway in relation to oxidative stress parameters.
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